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Description: Lightning is not only a reliable predictor of the strength of thunderstorms 
but also poses a serious risk to life and property. Though it is difficult to 
predict where a lightning strike can occur, it is possible to track the 
evolution and behavior of storms through the amount of lightning being 
produced. In addition, areas that suffer from lightning strikes which 
cause power loss and structural fires can be identified by careful analysis 
of storm coverage/extent and lightning location ( e.g., edge of storm vs. 
inner core of storm). The Houston Lightning Mapping Array {HLMA) 
consists of a network of sensors which detect electrical cloud impulse 
events which constitute a lightning flash in three dimensions and time of 
event. The HLMA has a range of 100 km for near 100% detection of 
lightning and up to 400 km for general lightning detection. Note that this 
range includes virtually all of the Houston Metropolitan Area, the 
immediate Texas/Louisiana Gulf Coasts (from Lake Charles to Corpus 
Christi), and a large portion of the Gulf of Mexico. To the north, 
coverage exists as far north as Waco and Shreveport. The HLMA reports 
lightning activity every minute and is publicly available via the internet 
on many electronic devices. 

When Applied: The use case will be applied in instances of forecasted and ongoing 
thunderstorm activity that has the potential to cause infrastructure 
damaRe within the domain of the HLMA. 

Who Applies: The use case applies to County Fire Marshall, County Office of 
Emergency Man11gement, Police and Fire Departments, School Districts, 
Parks and Recreation, Petrochemical Facilities. 

Disaster Type: The use case would be applied to the following disaster types: 
thunderstorms, hail, tornadoes, severe wind events, hurricanes, and 
flooding. 

Infrastructure Affected infrastructure includes residential/manufactured/mobile homes, 
Affected: businesses, schools/parks/campgrounds, high altitude towers/tall free-

standing structures, and farms (e.g., pets, livestock, etc). 

Industry Industries �.ffected include petrochemical, energy, agriculture, 
Affected: telecommunications, transportation, and aviation. 

Where The use case is applied to geographic locations such as the immediate 
Applied: coast, up to 300 km in the Gulf of Mexico (Texas Gulf Coast), flood and 

tornado prone areas, and low-income urban/rural communities in 
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